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peopled. Thus was the Russian frontier extended. Just as
within the Empire Lives of the heroes of asceticism formed
the favourite reading of simple folk, so on Russian soil such
biographies of the holy men were multiplied and the Russian
Church constituted its own national calendar of the sainted
dead.
A Russian psychologist has studied these popular bio-
graphies in order to assess which moral values were most
highly esteemed by the common folk. He notes the strength
of will of these ascetes, their humility, their continence and
abstinence, their knowledge of the human heart. It might
be urged that all these virtues are traditional in biographic
literature: they could be paralleled through the whole range
of the Lives of Byzantine saints. As a distinguishing charac-
teristic it has been suggested that the Russian ascete did not
suffer—at least to the same extent—from those sins of the
flesh which tortured the monks living in a Mediterranean
climate. It is indeed instructive to consider who were the
heroes of the faith whom the Russian people chose for
canonization. Under Ivan IV the Metropolitan Macarius
summoned two Councils to determine what names should
be added to the list of the 22 holy dead already recognized
as 'national' saints in the Russian calendar. Thirty-nine
were canonized by the Councils of 1547 and 1549. Amongst
these 61 saints there were 16 princes and princesses, i boyar,
3 Lithuanian martyrs, 14 higher dignitaries of the Church,
and 23 founders or superiors of monasteries. Amongst the
saints canonized between the Macarian Councils and the
constitution of the Holy Synod (1721) the founders or
superiors of monasteries numbered 74 out of 146. Thus is
reflected the veneration of the Russian people for the ascetic
life.'
In art the debt of Russia to East Rome is obvious. Byzan-
tium had not only moulded dogma and ritual but it had
created types to which the mosaicist and the painter were
1 Of the 39 canonizations of the Macarian Councils, 30, it would seem, were
'national* saints while 9 were local* saints (revered within one diocese or a single
monastery or group of monasteries), formally canonized as such. I desire to
acknowledge the help of the Warden of All Souls College, Oxford, on the disputed
question of the number of Russian saints. N.H.B.

